How to understand your child’s assessment levels
All pupils in England are assessed against nationally agreed criteria in each
curriculum subject of the National Curriculum. Levels begin at Level 1 and go up to
Level 8.
At Clifton Hill some children are assessed at Level 1 and 2 of the National
Curriculum.
Most children’s attainment at Clifton Hill is recorded through P scales.
An Introduction to P scales
P scales are a set of descriptors for recording the achievement of children and young
people with severe and complex learning needs.
The P scales are split into 8 different levels.
Level P1 is the lowest and Level P 8 is the highest.
Level P8 leads into National Curriculum Level 1.
Levels P1 – P3 describe early learning and development of understanding and are
not specifically related to any National Curriculum subject.
How P scales are used in school
The P scales allow for the progress of children with special needs to be recognised
and recorded in a formal way. Teachers can use them to measure progress towards
the National Curriculum levels and compare progress across subjects.
The P level attainment targets provide a framework to plan and support learning.
The assessment results of the students at Clifton Hill are recorded in a national data
base. The school use a comparison data programme to help identify how the
attainment of the children at Clifton Hill compares with children from similar schools
across the country.
Examples of what you can expect your child to be doing at the different levels
in the core areas – English / Maths / Science
P1
P2
P3

P4

Show emerging awareness of activities and experiences. Show reflex responses –
startling to noise or movement. Focus on people, events and objects intermittently.
Show surprise at the presence or absence of an object.
Respond consistently to people, events and objects. React to new activities and
experiences. Explore objects when prompted. Remember learned responses over
short periods of time e.g. repeat an action with a familiar piece of equipment.
Communicate intentionally through eye contact, gesture and action. Explore
materials in complex ways. Learn responses over extended periods of time e.g.
remember how to activate a toy from a previous lesson. Respond to options or
choices and request events or activities with actions or gestures. Use items of
equipment purposefully and appropriately.
Use single words or signs for objects. Look at a book and turn the pages. Know that
marks and symbols mean something.
Show an interest in number activities and counting.
Know that certain actions produce predictable results. Communicate their
awareness of changes.

P5

P6

P7

P8

NC
L1

NC
L2

Combine two words when speaking. Match objects to pictures and symbols.
Overwrite and copy under horizontal, vertical and circular lines.
Understand quantaties-1 and lots and 1 and 2.
Group objects by one simple feature. Indicate the before and after of material
change. Answer simple scientific questions e.g. is it hot or cold.
Use phrases to communicate simple ideas. Co –operate and take turns in a group.
Match letters and short words. Write their name. Copy write labels and captions.
Use numbers 1-5. Give out objects in a group without missing anyone out or giving
too many.
Make generalisations, connections and predictions from regular experience.
Communicate ideas about present, past and future events. Recognise some letters
of the alphabet. Write a few small words from memory.
Understand the phrase how many? Count 5 objects reliably. Understand add one /
take one.
Actively join in scientific investigations. Begin to record findings e.g. through
pictures. Begin to make suggestions for planning and evaluating work.
Use a growing vocabulary to communicate in a group and on a 1-1. Take part in role
play with confidence. Recognise all letters by shape, name and sound. Use symbols
or familiar words in sequence to convey meaning.
Count objects to 10 reliably. Relate numerals to sets of objects. Use ordinal
st
nd
rd
members – 1 , 2 , 3 . Estimate and check.
Contribute to planning and evaluating findings in scientific experiments. Describe
changes and communicate observations in terms of the properties of materials.
Speak audibly. Convey meaning to a range of different people. Provide detail in their
accounts. Recognise familiar words in text. Use letter and phonic knowledge to read
new words. Write in phrases using full stops. Letters are correctly shaped and
orientated.
Count, order, add and subtract numbers when solving problems involving up to 10
objects.
Describe objects, living things and events they observe. Communicate their findings
in different ways – talking about their work / drawings / simple charts.
Explain ideas when speaking. Show that they know different forms of speaking are
required fro different occasions. Show awareness of the needs of the listener and
respond appropriately to others. Use different strategies to read new text – phonics /
structure / context. Show understanding of text and express opinions about what
they have read. Writing uses interesting vocabulary and ideas are developed in a
sequence. Handwriting is accurate and consistent in size.
Understand place value in numbers to 100. Use mental recall to solve addition and
subtraction problems to 10, including problems using money and measures. Show
understanding of odd and even numbers.
Make observations and measurements to compare living things, objects and events
using equipment provided. Use scientific vocab. Able to say whether happenings are
expected and suggest different ways of doing things.

Understanding your child’s progress in their annual review report
In your child’s annual review report you will see a box indicating their assessment
levels in each subject at the end of their last key stage – either when they were 11
years old, 14 years old or 16 years old. You will also see a box containing their
current level of achievement. Please note that some subjects indicate a percentage
of a level achieved e.g. P6 - 55%. This means that your child is working within level
P6. Some subjects indicate a level only e.g. P6. This means that your child has fully
completed the criteria for P6 and is currently working on level P 7.
For more information on P scales or National Curriculum levels contact the
Department for Education (DfE) and their executive agency The Standards and
Testing Agency (STA).

